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“Pimpin’” Seats with Chrome Buttons For Softails
Here ya go…………our out of sight “Pimpin” seat is now available for 
84-99 Softails! Featuring a diamond stitch and chrome buttons, our 
“Pimpin’” seats are patterned after the seats of the 60’s. Constructed 
with a durable resin base that’s covered with felt to eliminate any 
scratching to your frame, then upholstered with high quality black, red 
or white naugahyde. These 2-up seats bolt right on to any 84-99 Softails, 
and hug the lines of the frame perfectly! One cool lookin’ seat……..
Pimpin’!
632462 "Pimpin" Softail Seat - Red

Old School Solo Seat Metal Flake - Diamond
Metal flake versions of our diamond stitched “old school” solo seat. Patterned after the old “Bates” style seats of the 60’s, these solo seats measure 12 
1/2” long X 9 1/2” wide. Constructed with a formed steel base and covered with high quality blue, red, charcoal or green “Zodiac” metal flake cover-
ing in a diamond pattern, these seats not only look good but are built to last as well! Seats mount to any frame using seat springs and appropriate 
mounting brackets also available in this handbook. Check out our matching metal flake grips…super cool when used together!
632109 Old School Solo Seat - Blue Metal Flake
632111 Old School Solo Seat - Charcoal Metal Flake

632109 632111

632102 632099 632104 632150

Retro Solo Seat Metal Flake - Smooth
These “Retro” solo seats use the “Slimline” narrow baseplate, but have just a little more padding for added comfort. 
Flipped up in the back for support and to keep you from sliding off when you give it the gas, they measure 11 1/2” long X 
9 1/2” wide. Constructed with a formed steel base that won’t crack like fiberglass bases, and covered with a high quality 
“Zodiac” metal flake covering in your choice of blue, red, charcoal, silver or green. Seats mount to any frame using seat 
springs and appropriate mounting brackets that are also available in this section of the handbook. A great look when com-
bined with our metal flake grips!
632102 Retro Solo Seat - Red Metal Flake
632099 Retro Solo Seat - Charcoal Metal Flake
632104 Retro Solo Seat - Green Metal Flake
632150 Retro Solo Seat - Silver Metal Flake


